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Truly
Interactive
Reading Software

by Kent Layton, Ph.D.
concerned, this was fantastic software;
certainly not a game? Before the end of the
day, she would definitely return to find out
more.

Mrs. Johnson, the principal of Alltown
Elementary School, happened by Ms. Smith 's
room one morning just after the bell had rung
and observed a small group of children
working with the computer near the front of
the room while Ms. Smith was working with
another small group in the corner. Suspicious
of how reading software could be used with
so many children at once, she moved in closer
to see if they were playing a game instead. As
she moved nearer, she saw each child with a
notebook. One was taking notes. Another
was drawing some sort of map. Still yet, the
third child was flipping back through
previous pages scanning her old notes. The
fourth child was reading the information on
the screen orally to the group. Somewhat
surprised, Mrs. Johnson looked to the screen
to see what type of program was producing
such a flurry of work as well as a great deal of
interest and motivation. As she watched the
screen, the group instructed the child in
charge of typing to ask one of the characters
referred to in the text a question. After the
question was typed in and the return key
pressed, the computer replied, supplying
a Imost a ful I screen of text for them to read.
Quickly, they all began to record selected
information into their notebooks. Then the
group, almost instinctively, told the typer to
drop two objects held by the main character
and to pick up the newly discovered object.

Just what type of software were these
children using? A text adventure! A text
adventure, sometimes known as a participatory novel, is a computer-g~nerated
adventure in which children actively
participate as though they were the main
character in the story. Participation can
range from simple key-stroke responses to
whole language commands. For example, in

MicroAgent

of

the

Body

Guard

(A

Scholastic Twist-a-plot), the main character
of the adventure is notified (secretly of
course) that he is needed for an important
mission. At that point in the program, the
following screen is seen :

MicroAgent 78, what do you want to
do?
1. Pull out your MicroAgent
Handbook, or
2. Quickly raise your
excuse yourself.

hand

to

Type a number or ESC to quit.

Not wanting to break their intense
concentration, Mrs. Johnson backed up
quietly and left the room. As far as she was

To move on in the story, the readers must
make a decision and then wait for the next
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(Then the computer goes on to describe, in
detail, the kitchen and all the pathways
leading out of the kitchen .)

series of screens to read before making
another decision. Sometimes between
decision screens, students have the option of
looking more closely at objects, picking up
objects, dropping objects, and taking
inventory of what they are carrying . However,
to make the best decisions, they must read
carefully as well as take notes and draw maps
for future reference . Scholastic 's " Twist-op lots," as they call them, are essentially text
adventures with plots that help to build
specialized knowledge and vocabulary.
MicroAgent of the Bodyguard is an
adventure through the body to · save a
character known as Nora Pinephrene. Twisto-plots are available through MICROZINE,
and electronic-like magazine full of different
types of programs.

Most text adventures are created primarily
for entertainment. They are fantasy-based
and require readers to find treasures, solve
mysteries, and discover lost cities. Some are
considered pure text adventures; that is, there
are no graphics. lnfocom is one of the top
pub I ishers of pure text adventures. Other text
adventures may contain a small amount of
graphics or may be graphically driven with
very few words. Another type of text
adventure is known as a simulation. Unlike
text adventures, simulations are developed
with educational objectives and goals in
mind for specific content areas. Excellent
examples of simulations are OREGON
TRAIL, READING REALITIES, and WHERE IN
THE WORLD IS CARMEN SAN DIEGO?

In more complex text adventures, students
actually converse with the computer using
whole language directives (i.e . DROP THE
LANTERN, PICK UP THE ROPE, OPEN THE
DOOR, and PRESS THE GREEN BUTTON)
that include an object and a verb. For
example, in ZORK I (lnfocom), the adventurer
is faced with this situation early on in the trek
to find treasures in the underground empire.
The computer prints:

When asked to work with and evaluate
such programs, elementary and secondary
teachers reveal that text adventures and
simulations require students to use, reinforce,
and strengthen the following areas: recognizing and recalling supporting details,
drawing inferences, arranging events sequentially, developing and interpreting maps and
charts, paraphrasing, solving riddles and
puzzles with logical thinking, skimming and
scanning, and most importantly, recreational
reading habits. In addition, the creative,
resourceful teacher can use text adventures
to teach and model effective reading
behaviors. Finally, when groups of students
are encouraged to work together, the
collaborative learning atmosphere created is
fabulous. Once children decide they prefer
working alone , they still ask each other for
hints and important information.

You are behind a white house. A
path leads into the forest to the east.
In one corner of the house there is a
small window slightly ajar.
What next?

The student(s) type:

Open the window and enter.

However, one major drawback to using
text adventures and simulations is that they
do not fit easily into small segments of time
usually allotted for the teaching of read ing. In
fact, though some text adventures only
require 30 to 45 minutes of reading and
thinking, others can take weeks to completely
solve . Because of this , many text adventures
and simulations on the market today allow
the user to save their stopping place and

The computer prints:

W ith great effort, you open the
window far enough to allow entry .
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For those readers who are interested in
interactive text adventures, a partial list of
adventures and publishers is provided at the
end of the next article for your convenience.
See also the real experiences of one reading
specialist using text adventures with his
students in the following article by Gary
Hurst.

return to it the next time the program is
booted. Without this function, text adventures
and simulations become quite frustrating.
When teachers attempt to integrate text
adventures into their reading program they
should keep a few ideas in mind. First, if
students are unfamiliar with text adventures
of any type, the teacher should choose one
with which to "walk" them through. As with
most instructional materials, knowing the
possible branches and various commands the
program will accept can be critical in the
introduction. This initial session also provides
the teacher with an excellent opportunity to
model effective reading and thinking
behaviors. The twist-o-plots produced by
Scholastic are great introductory adventures.
Then, as students become more interested
and confident, they should be exposed to
conversational text adventures such as the
ones produced by lnfocom. Second, teachers
should realize that many adults do not view
text adventures the way children do and thus
should not let their first opinions taint their
overall impression. Third, in the beginning,
collaborative group situations are far more
productive and successful. As well, the equity
issue is addressed more easily when only one
computer is available. When students begin
wanting to work alone, you will still find that
they share and trade information with their
friends. Fourth, students should be encouraged
to keep notebooks containing maps and
important information. This too can be
modeled by the teacher. Students from upper
grades can also show younger students their
notebooks as models.
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In summary, text adventures have often
been thought of as mere games void of
educational substance when in reality, the
type of interactions.they require of the reader
is vastly more beneficial than the average
drill-and-practice "reading" program. In
addition to building and reinforcing numerous
reading strategies, they also promote
recreational reading -- enough reasons to
promote their use throughout the grades.
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